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I. INTRODUCTION.

We consider in this note group theoretic restrictions on specific subgroups of a

finite group G. These restrictions yield different characterizations of G. All the

groups considered in this note are finite. We shall use a result due to R. Baer [i,

Lemma 3, pp. 12] in proving Theorem and we state it below for the sake of

completeness.

LEMMA I. If the group G possesses a maximal subgroup with core then the

following properties of G are equivalent.

(I) The indices in G of all the maximal subgroups with core are powers of one

and the same prime p.

(2) There exists one and only one mlnmal normal subgroup of G, and there exists

a common prime divisor of all the ndices in G of all the maximal subgroups w/th core

I.

(3) There exists a soluble normal subgroup, not I, in G.
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2. GENERAL RESULTS.

THEOREM I. If the indices of all non normal maxlmal subgroups of a group C are

equal then G is solvable.

PROOF. If for so, ,aximal subgroup M of G,[G:M] I for some prime p then there
P

exists however a ,aaximal subgroup M* such that [G:M*] I. Therefore G is not
P

simple and by induction G/N is solvable and is ualque. If N C $(G) then G XN for

some maximal subgroup X of G and X is core free. ,Since the indices of all core free

maximal subgroups are same it now follows by Lemma that N is solvable which iplies

G is solvable.

PROPOSITION I. If a non abellan group G has a maximal subgroup M whose

intersection with any other maximal subgroup is trivial then G must be elementary

abelian by cyclic, G is an SBP (Sylow best possible) group and matches the description

of Theorem 2.2 [5].

PROOF. If M is the only maximal subgroup of C then G is cyclic and also note

that G cannot be a p-group either. For if M and M are two maximal subgroups of
n-I n

th.en each one of them Is normal in G and..IMI[ IMI p if IGI p This
2n-2

implies IG[ pn IMII.IMI P i.e. N 2 and C is abellan. Now M M
x <e> x

in G implies G FM, F f M <e> where F is the Frobenius Kernel. Consequently F is

elementary abelian for some prime p. If M is a maximal subgroup of M then FM is
O O

a maximal subgroup of G and hence G F<x>, l<x>l q a prime.also

The location of the prime ordered elements and elements of order 4 in the center

of a group G imply that G is nilpotent. This theorem is due to N. Ito (Theorem 5.5,

pp. 435 [2]). The following theorem is a dual of Ito’s result.

THEOREM 2. A non abelian group G in which every minimal subgroup is self

centralizing is a group of order p q,p, q are different primes.

PROOF. Let x be an element of G such that Ixl--pn the smallest prime divisor of

IGI. If an element y normalizes <x> then Yi’ i also normalizes <x> where <y>
a
i

<yl> <y2> <yn> lYll Pi Pi a prime. Therefore <yl><x>
supersolvable and so Yi i centralizes x, i n--l. In <yn><X> <x><Yn> --H,

<yn> is a maximal subgroup and consequently is normal in H. (If <x> C_ <yn> then of

course Yn trivially centralizes x). It follows that Yn and centralize each other

and we therefore conclude <x> (- <x> g <e> g in G x>. Thus G F<x>, F f<x> <e>,
F is the Frobenius Kernel. Evidently IFI is divisible by one prime and F

a prime power.

PROPOSITION 2. If the order of a group G is divisible by at least two primes and

every proper subgroup is of prime power order then G is elementary abelian by cyclic,

G is an SBP (Sylow best possible) group and matches the description of Theorem 2.2

[5].
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PROOF. Evidently every Sylow p-subgroup of G is a maximal subgroup and therefore

G is solvable [6]. If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G then G NQ, (INI, IQI)
I. This however implies G N<x>, Ixl q for some prime q.

The motivation for the next theorem is derived from the fact that Sylow subgroups

corresponding to same prime in a subgroup H of a group G are conjugate in H itself.

It characterizes groups in which not only Sylow subgroups but prime power subgroups of

same order are conjugate in each subgroup.

THEOREM 3. If subgroups of same prime power order are conjugate in any subgroup

of G then G is supersolvable, the Sylow p-subgroups for p > 2 are cyclic and the Sylow

2-subgroup has a cyclic normal subgroup of index 2.

PROOF. By induction every maximal subgroup of G is supersolvable and so G is

solvable. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. G/N is supersolvable by induction

and since N is elementary aelian it follows that INI p, a prime. Therefore G is

supersolvable.

Now suppose X is a minimal normal subgroup of G and let IXI up. Note that G has

exactly one subgroup of order p. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G then every maximal

subgroup of P has exactly one subgroup of order p and by induction is cyclic.

Therefore all abelian normal subgroups of P are cyclic. By Theorem 7.6 [2, p. 304] P

is cyclic if p > 2. If p 2 then P has a cyclic normal subgroup of index 2.

Consider G/X and by induction all its Sylow p-subgroups for p > 2 are cyclic and

a Sylow 2-subgroup has a cyclic maximal subgroup of index 2. This however implies

that the Sylow subgroups of G have the desired property and the theorem is proved

completely.

THEOREM 4. If every minimal subgroup of a group G is complemented in G then G is

supersolvabl e.

PROOF. Let H be any subgroup of G and <a> be a minimal subgroup in H. Then G

<a>T, <a>(’T <e>. Consequently, H <a> (H ( T), <a> N (HfT)<e>. By induction it

now follows that every maximal subgroup of G is supersolvable and therefore G is

solvable [5, Theorem 2.3, pp. I0]. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. If b N

then G <b>K, <b> f K <e> and K is a maximal subgroup of G. This implies N <b>

(N O K) by Dedekind’s modular law and N being minimal normal in G it follows that

N N Kffi<e>. Hence N <b> and G/N are supersolvable which however imply that G is

supersolvable.

REMARK. The Sylow subgroups of such a group G as stated in the theorem are not

necessarily cyclic as the instance of S
3 might suggest.

13 b
3 x 2 bX=b2 2Let G <a,b,x a l, ab ba, a a ,x e> G is a group of

order 18 which is supersolvable and every minimal subgroup is complemented in G.

However, the Sylow 3-subgroup of G is not cyclic.
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